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Kajiko hated the Nagumo and could not stand Yura

南雲由良
NAGUMO Yura
Tamon’s sister

南雲⼀松
NAGUMO
Ichimatsu
千草
Chigusa
26

Work for the Utagawa
as handyman and head
house-maid

Tamon’s new
favourite

下枝
Shimoe
18

歌川多門
UTAGAWA Tamon

Described as a beautiful woman
who loves money and clothes.
Does not care much about
Kazuma

Koichi to be with Ayaka
and ﬁnancially negociated
her with Kazuma. Often called

海老塚
EBIZUKA
Doctor
諸井琴路
MOROI Kotoji
≈30. Nurse
She takes care of
the Nagumos and
Kayako

坪田平吉
TSUBOTA Heikichi
Ex cook for the
Utagawa.
Runs the Tsubohei.
テルヨ
Teruyo
Ex maid servant for
the Utagawa and
victim of Tamon
Utagawa family or
closely related to them

Tamon’s
ﬁrst wife

A maid
servant
Killed herself soon
after Kajiko’s arrival

Rich politician. Known
for being promiscuous

Chigusa is described as
ugly. She does not like
Tamao because she is
jealous of her

⼟居光⼀
DOI Koichi
Painter

喜作爺さん、お伝婆さん
Kisaku and O’Den: Kayoko’s grand parents

あやか
Ayaka

Daughter of Tamon
and a servant, Kayoko
has a special status.

Kazuma is
Tamon’s ﬁrst and
only son

加代⼦
Kayoko
24

歌川⼀馬
UTAGAWA Kazuma
40

=)

三宅⽊兵衛
MIYAKE Mokube
Specialist of French
Literature

宇津⽊秋⼦
UTSUGI Akiko
Writer

Akiko would rather be with Wani but
ended up with Mokube because of Wani’s
promiscuous way of life.
Successful writer,
pretentious
and rude. A lot of people
dislike him

Akiko is
Kazuma’s
ex-wife. They
both agreed
on the divorce

望月王仁
MOCHIZUKI Wani
Writer

Acts like a gentleman
but is as pretentious and
self-important as Wani
Has a hunchback. Wani,
Akira and Yumihiko
constantly quarrel with
each other

Mutual attraction

内海明
UTSUMI Akira
Poet

丹後弓彦
TANGO Yumihiko
Writer

People who took shelter at the
Utagawa villa during the war

Others

Unsatisﬁed with his relation with
Ayaka, Kazuma wants to ﬂirt with
Kocho to distract himself but does
not have real feelings for her.
Kocho is in love with Kazuma and
would gladly leave Koroku for him.

明⽯胡蝶
AKASHI Kocho
Actress

⼈見小六
HITOMI Koroku
Playwright

⽮代⼨兵
YASHIRO Sunpei
Narrator, writer

Kyoko used to be Tamon’s
favourite. When Sunpei
married Kyoko, Tamon was
mad against him, reason why Sunpei
does not want to go to the villa

不連続殺⼈事件 by 坂⼝安吾

京⼦
Kyoko

巨勢
KOSE
29.
Detective

梶⼦
Kajiko
Tamon’s 2nd wife
Suffered from cardiac asthma
and died last year at the age of
42.

Tamao is Kajiko and
Tamon’s daughter

歌川珠緒
UTAGAWA Tamao
22
Just had an abortion but
does not want to tell who
the father was. Was not
sad when her mother died
and joked about Kazuma
killing Kajiko

Kayoko is ill and needs care.
She does not have any friend
but she likes Kyoko.

Toyo is disliked by the
Utagawa family.

神⼭東洋
KAMIYAMA Toyo
Tamon’s ex secretary
Lawyer
神⼭⽊曽乃
KAMIYAMA Kisono
Tamon’s ex mistress
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